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Abstract

We present a new response-time analyzer for Controller Area Network (CAN)
that integrates and implements a number of response-time analyses which ad-
dress various transmission modes and practical limitations in the CAN con-
trollers. The existing tools for the response-time analysis of CAN support
only periodic and sporadic messages. They do not analyze mixed messages
which are partly periodic and partly sporadic. These messages are imple-
mented by several higher-level protocols based on CAN that are used in the
automotive industry. The new analyzer supports periodic, sporadic as well
as mixed messages. It can analyze the systems where periodic and mixed
messages are scheduled with offsets. It also supports the analysis of all types
of messages while taking into account several queueing policies and buffer
limitations in the CAN controllers such as abortable or non-abortable trans-
mit buffers. Moreover, the tool supports the analysis of mixed, periodic and
sporadic messages in the heterogeneous systems where Electronic Control
Units (ECUs) implement different types of queueing policies and have dif-
ferent types of buffer limitations in the CAN controllers. We conduct a case
study of a heterogeneous application from the automotive domain to show
the usability of the tool. Moreover, we perform a detailed evaluation of the
implemented analyses.
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1. Introduction1

The Controller Area Network (CAN) [1] is a widely used real-time net-2

work protocol in the automotive domain. In 2003, it was standardized by3

the International Organization for Standardization in ISO 11898-1 [2]. It4

is a multi-master, event-triggered, serial communication protocol supporting5

bus speeds of up to 1 megabits per second. Over 850 million CAN enabled6

controllers were sold in 2011 according to the CAN in Automation (CiA) [3]7

estimate. Over 2 billion controllers have been sold to date and most of them8

have been used in the automotive industry. The CAN protocol also finds its9

applications in other domains, e.g., industrial control, medical equipments,10

maritime electronics, and production machinery. There are several higher-11

level protocols for CAN that are developed for many industrial applications12

such as CAN Application Layer (CAL), CANopen, J1939, Hägglunds Con-13

troller Area Network (HCAN), and CAN for Military Land Systems domain14

(MilCAN).15

Often, CAN is used in hard real-time systems. The providers of these sys-16

tems are required to ensure that the systems meet their deadlines. In order to17

provide evidence that each action by the system will be provided in a timely18

manner, a priori analysis techniques, such as schedulability analysis [4, 5, 6],19

have been developed by the research community. Response-Time Analysis20

(RTA) [4, 5, 6, 7] is a powerful, mature and well established schedulability21

analysis technique. It is a method to calculate upper bounds on the response22

times of tasks or messages in a real-time system or a network respectively.23

1.1. Paper contribution24

There is a limitation with the existing response-time analyses for CAN25

and the corresponding tools that implement these analyses. That is, they26

support only periodic and sporadic messages. They do not support the anal-27

ysis of mixed messages which are partly periodic and partly sporadic. Mixed28

messages are simultaneously time- and event-triggered and are implemented29

by several higher-level protocols based on CAN that are used in the automo-30

tive industry today. To the best our knowledge, there is no freely-available31

tool that implements the analysis of mixed messages (a commercial tool32

Rubus-ICE implements basic analysis of mixed messages in CAN). In this33

paper we present a new response-time analyzer for CAN namely MPS-CAN34

analyzer (MPS stands for Mixed, Periodic and Sporadic). It supports the35
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analysis of periodic, sporadic and mixed messages. It implements several36

extensions of RTA for CAN taking into account the following aspects:37

• analysis of mixed messages;38

• analysis of messages scheduled with or without offsets;39

• analysis of messages having arbitrary jitter and deadlines;40

• analysis of network with CAN controllers implementing different queue-41

ing policies, e.g., priority or First-In, First-Out (FIFO),42

• analysis of network with no buffer limitations in the CAN controllers,43

i.e., the controllers implement such a large (but finite) number of trans-44

mit buffers that there is no need to abort transmission requests;45

• analysis of network with limitations in CAN controllers, e.g., the con-46

trollers implement abortable or non-abortable transmit buffers.47

The tool also supports the analysis of mixed, periodic and sporadic messages48

in heterogeneous systems where Electronic Control Units (ECUs) implement49

different types of queueing policies and have different types of buffer limita-50

tions in the CAN controllers. In these systems, the tool treats each message51

differently depending upon its transmission type, and the type of queueing52

policy and buffer limitations in the sender ECU. We also conduct a case53

study in which we analyze the CAN messages in the heterogeneous system54

to show usability of the tool. Moreover, we perform a detailed evaluation of55

the implemented analyses.56

1.2. Paper layout57

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we58

discuss mixed transmission patterns supported by several higher-level proto-59

cols. In Section 3, we discuss the practical limitations in the CAN controllers.60

Section 4 discusses the related works. Section 5 discusses the implemented61

analyses, layout and usability of the MPS-CAN analyzer. Section 6 presents62

the case study and evaluation. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.63
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2. Mixed transmission supported by higher-level protocols64

The analysis implemented in the MPS-CAN analyzer supports periodic65

and sporadic as well as mixed messages. In this section, we discuss and66

compare the implementation of mixed messages by several higher-level pro-67

tocols for CAN. Traditionally, it is assumed that the tasks queueing CAN68

messages are invoked either by periodic or sporadic events. If a message is69

queued for transmission at periodic intervals, we use the term “Period” to70

refer to its periodicity. A sporadic message is queued for transmission as soon71

as an event occurs that changes the value of one or more signals contained72

in the message provided the Minimum Update Time (MUT 1) between the73

queueing of two successive sporadic messages has elapsed. However, there74

are some higher-level protocols and commercial extensions of CAN in which75

the tasks that queue the messages can be invoked periodically as well as spo-76

radically. If a message can be queued for transmission periodically as well77

as sporadically, it is said to be mixed. In other words, a mixed message is78

simultaneously time- and event-triggered. We identified three different types79

of implementations of mixed messages used in the industry.80

2.1. Method 1: Implementation in the CANopen protocol81

The CANopen protocol [8] supports mixed transmission that corresponds82

to the Asynchronous Transmission Mode coupled with the Event Timer. The83

Event Timer is used to transmit an asynchronous message cyclically. A84

mixed message can be queued for transmission at the arrival of an event85

provided the Inhibit Time has expired. The Inhibit Time is the minimum86

time that must be allowed to elapse between the queueing of two consecutive87

messages. A mixed message can also be queued periodically when the Event88

Timer expires. The Event Timer is reset every time the message is queued.89

Once a mixed message is queued, any additional queueing of this message90

will not take place during the Inhibit Time [8]. The transmission pattern91

of a mixed message in CANopen is illustrated in Figure 1(a). The down-92

pointing arrows symbolize the queueing of messages while the upward lines93

(labeled with alphabetic characters) represent arrival of the events. Message94

1 is queued as soon as the event A arrives. Both the Event Timer and Inhibit95

Time are reset. As soon as the Event Timer expires, message 2 is queued96

1We overload the term “MUT” to refer to the Inhibit Time in the CANopen protocol
and the Minimum Delay Time (MDT) in the AUTOSAR communication.
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due to periodicity and both the Event Timer and Inhibit Time are reset97

again. When the event B arrives, message 3 is immediately queued because98

the Inhibit Time has already expired. Note that the Event Timer is also99

reset at the same time when message 3 is queued as shown in Figure 1(a).100

Message 4 is queued because of the expiry of the Event Timer. There exists101

a dependency relationship between the Inhibit Time and the Event Timer,102

i.e., the Event Timer is reset with every sporadic transmission.103

Implementation in CANopen

Event 
Arrival

Message 
Queued for 

Transmission

Periodic Transmission is independent of 
Sporadic Transmission

A B C D

1 2 5 63 4

Delayed Periodic Transmissions

A

1 2 5 63 4

Event Timer is 
reset

1 3 4

B

2

A

(a) Mixed message in CANopen (b) Mixed message in AUTOSAR (c) Mixed message in HCAN

Figure 1: Mixed transmission pattern in higher-level protocols for CAN

2.2. Method 2: Implementation in the AUTOSAR communications104

AUTOSAR (AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture) [9] can be viewed105

as a higher-level protocol if it uses CAN for network communication. Mixed106

transmission mode in AUTOSAR is widely used in practice. In AUTOSAR, a107

mixed message can be queued for transmission repeatedly with a period equal108

to the mixed transmission mode time period. The mixed message can also be109

queued at the arrival of an event provided the Minimum Delay Time (MDT )110

has been expired. However, each transmission of a mixed message, regardless111

of being periodic or sporadic, is limited by the MDT . This means that112

both periodic and sporadic transmissions are delayed until the MDT expires.113

The transmission pattern of a mixed message implemented by AUTOSAR114

is illustrated in Figure 1(b). Message 1 is queued (the MDT is started)115

because of partly periodic nature of a mixed message. When the event A116

arrives, message 2 is queued immediately because the MDT has already117

expired. The next periodic transmission is scheduled 2 time units after the118

transmission of message 2. However, the next two periodic transmissions119

corresponding to messages 3 and 4 are delayed because the MDT is not120

expired. This is indicated by the text “Delayed Periodic Transmissions” in121

Figure 1(b). The periodic transmissions corresponding to messages 5 and 6122
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take place at the scheduled times because the MDT is already expired in123

both cases.124

2.3. Method 3: Implementation in the HCAN protocol125

A mixed message in the HCAN protocol [10] contains signals out of which126

some are periodic and some are sporadic. A mixed message is queued for127

transmission not only periodically, but also as soon as an event occurs that128

changes the value of one or more event signals, provided the MUT between129

the queueing of two successive sporadic instances of the mixed message has130

elapsed. Hence, the transmission of the mixed message due to arrival of events131

is constrained by the MUT . The transmission pattern of the mixed message132

is illustrated in Figure 1(c). Message 1 is queued because of periodicity. As133

soon as event A arrives, message 2 is queued. When event B arrives it is not134

queued immediately because the MUT is not expired yet. As soon as the135

MUT expires, message 3 is queued. Message 3 contains the signal changes136

that correspond to event B. Similarly, a message is not immediately queued137

when the event C arrives because the MUT is not expired. Message 4 is138

queued because of the periodicity. Although, the MUT was not expired,139

the event signal corresponding to event C was packed in message 4 and140

queued as part of the periodic message. Hence, there is no need to queue an141

additional sporadic message when the MUT expires. This indicates that the142

periodic transmission of a mixed message cannot be interfered by its sporadic143

transmission. This is a unique property of the HCAN protocol. When the144

event D arrives, a sporadic instance of the mixed message is immediately145

queued as message 5 because the MUT has already expired. Message 6 is146

queued due to the partly periodic nature of the mixed message.147

2.4. Discussion148

In the first method [8], the Event Timer is reset every time the mixed mes-149

sage is queued for transmission. The implementation of the mixed message150

in method 2 [9] is similar to method 1 to some extent. The main difference is151

that the periodic transmission can be delayed until the expiry of the MDT152

in method 2. Whereas in method 1, the periodic transmission is not delayed,153

in fact, the Event Timer is restarted with every sporadic transmission. The154

MDT timer is started with every periodic or sporadic transmission of the155

mixed message. Hence, the worst-case periodicity of the mixed message in156

methods 1 and 2 can never be higher than the Inhibit Timer and the MDT157
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respectively. Therefore, the existing analyses hold intact. However, the pe-158

riodic transmission is independent of the sporadic transmission in the third159

method [10]. The periodic timer is not reset with every sporadic transmis-160

sion. The mixed message can be queued for transmission even if the MUT161

is not expired. The worst-case periodicity of the mixed message is neither162

bounded by the period nor by the MUT . Therefore, the existing analy-163

ses cannot be applied to the mixed messages in the third implementation164

method. Further, there is no free tool that is able to analyze mixed messages165

that are implemented using the third method. Our main goal is to develop166

a free tool that analyzes periodic, sporadic, and as well as mixed messages167

in CAN.168

3. Queueing policies and buffer limitations in the CAN controllers169

The different types of queueing polices implemented by the CAN device170

drivers and communications stacks, internal organization, and hardware lim-171

itations in the CAN controllers can have significant impact on the timing172

behavior of CAN messages. In this section, we discuss various queueing173

policies and buffer limitations in the CAN controllers.174

3.1. Common queueing policies used in the CAN controllers175

The most common queueing policies in the nodes connected to the CAN176

network are priority-based and FIFO-based policies. It should be noted that177

a node or an ECU contains a CAN controller. We overload the terms node,178

ECU and CAN controller throughout this paper.179

3.1.1. Priority-ordered queues180

CAN implements priority-based arbitration which means that each node181

selects the highest priority message from its transmit buffers while entering182

into the bus arbitrations. The highest priority message among the messages183

selected from each node wins the bus arbitration, i.e., the right to transmit184

on the bus. Thus the most natural queueing policy suited to CAN controllers185

is priority-based queueing.186

In order to demonstrate the priority based queueing policy, consider the187

example of three nodes namely Node A, Node B and Node C that are con-188

nected to a single CAN network as shown in Figure 2. Assume that each189

node sends three messages over the network. Node A sends the messages190

m1 , m3 and m5 . Node B sends the messages m2 , m4 and m9 . Whereas,191
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Node C sends the messages m6 , m7 and m8 . The number in the subscript192

denotes the message priority. We assume that the smaller the value of the193

subscript, the higher the priority. Thus m1 is the highest priority message,194

whereas m9 is the lowest priority message in the system. Assume that all195

messages in each node are queued for transmission. In order to simplify the196

example, assume that the periods of all messages are very high compared to197

their corresponding transmission times. We also assume that there cannot198

be multiple instances of a message queued for transmission at the same time.199

Controller Area Network (CAN)
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Message
queue

Node B
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Message
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m1 m2 m6

m3 m2 m6
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m5

m9
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m1

m9

m6

m3

m9
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m9

m6

m9

m7

m9

m8

m9 m4 m2

Time
0

m5 m1 m3 m6 m7 m8 m9 m4 m2

Sequence of message transmission with FIFO queues in CAN

Message winning 
the bus arbitration

Node A

Node C

Node B

Figure 2: Example to demonstrate different queueing policies

Let the nodes implement priority ordered queues. Intuitively, each node200

will select the highest priority message from its queue to enter into the bus201

arbitration. In the first round, Nodes A, B, and C pick messages m1 , m2202

and m6 respectively. m1 wins the bus arbitration and is transmitted over the203

network as shown in Figure 3. In the second round, Nodes A, B, and C pick204

messages m3 , m2 and m6 respectively. This time, m2 wins the bus arbitration205

and is transmitted over the network. Similar priority-based selection and206

arbitration occur during the rest of the rounds as shown in Figure 3.207

3.1.2. FIFO queues208

Due to simplicity of FIFO policy, some CAN controllers implement FIFO209

queues, e.g., Microchip PIC32MX, Infineon XC161CS, Renesas R32C/160210

and XILINX LogiCORE IP AXI Controller [11, 12]. When the nodes imple-211

ment FIFO queues, the oldest message in the transmit queue of each node212

competes for the bus with the oldest messages in the transmit queues in the213

rest of the nodes. However, the bus arbitration among these messages is done214

on priority basis. Consider again the example of the three nodes as shown215
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Figure 3: priority-based queues and CAN arbitration

in Figure 2. Assume that the nodes implement FIFO queues. Intuitively,216

each node will select the oldest message in its queue to enter into the bus217

arbitration. In the first round, Nodes A, B, and C pick messages m5 , m9 and218

m6 respectively. m5 wins the bus arbitration due to its higher priority and219

is transmitted over the network as shown in Figure 4. In the second round,220

Nodes A, B, and C pick messages m1 , m9 and m6 respectively. This time,221

m1 wins the bus arbitration and is transmitted over the network. Similar222

FIFO selection and priority-based arbitration occur during the rest of the223

rounds as shown in Figure 4.224
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Figure 4: FIFO-based queues and CAN arbitration

When FIFO queues are used, the priorities of messages are often not re-225

spected in the transmit queue within a node, e.g., the lower priority message226

m5 is transmitted before the highest priority message m1 as shown in Fig-227

ure 4. Moreover, priority inversions can occur due to which higher priority228

messages may have very large response times. This becomes evident by com-229

paring the response time of m2 in the systems with priority and FIFO queues230
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as shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.231

3.2. Buffer limitations in the CAN controllers232

When there are fewer number of transmit buffers in the CAN controller233

compared to the number of messages sent by the ECU, the messages may234

be subjected to extra delay and jitter due to priority inversion. Examples235

of the CAN controllers that implement less than three transmit buffers are236

8xC592, SJA1000 and 82C200 by Philips [11, 13, 14]. If a CAN controller237

has less than three transmit buffers and does not support transmission abort238

requests as in the case of Philips 82C200, a higher priority message released239

in the same controller may suffer from priority inversion [13, 15, 16]. That is,240

if all buffers in the CAN controller are occupied by lower priority messages,241

a higher priority message released in the same controller has to wait for one242

of the lower priority messages to transmit, thereby, vacating a space in the243

transmit buffer. During this waiting time, priority inversion occurs that adds244

an additional delay to the response time of the higher priority message.245

The priority inversion can occur even if the controllers support transmis-246

sion abort requests. Consider the case of two transmit buffers in every CAN247

controller. If a higher priority message becomes ready when both transmit248

buffers are occupied by the lower priority messages, the lowest priority mes-249

sage in the transmit buffer (that is not under transmission) is swapped with250

the higher priority message from the message queue. During the swapping251

process, it may be possible that the lower priority message from the second252

buffer finishes its transmission and the next arbitration period starts. At this253

point, both buffers may be empty while any other lower priority message from254

another node wins the arbitration and starts to transmit. This causes priority255

inversion for the higher priority message that is being swapped.256

In the remaining part of this subsection, we consider the CAN con-257

trollers to implement limited number (at least three) of transmit buffers.258

First we consider the case where the CAN controllers support transmission259

abort requests, e.g., Atmel AT89C51CC03/AT90CAN32/64 and Microchip260

MPC2515 [11]. Second we consider the case in which the CAN controllers261

implement non-abortable transmit buffers, e.g., Philips 82C200 [13, 15, 16].262

3.2.1. Additional delay and jitter due to priority inversion in the case of263

abortable transmit buffers264

If the CAN controller supports transmission abort requests (and imple-265

ments at least 3 transmit buffers) then the lowest priority message in the266
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transmit buffer that is not undergoing transmission is swapped with the267

higher priority message from the message queue. During the swapping pro-268

cess, a lower priority message from the transmit buffer in any other controller269

may win the bus arbitration and contribute an extra delay to the response270

time of the higher priority message. The copying delay and the extra block-271

ing delay during the swapping process should be taken into account while272

calculating the response time of the higher priority message.273

In order to demonstrate the additional delay due to priority inversion274

when CAN controllers support transmission abort requests, consider the ex-275

ample of transmission of a message set shown in Figure 5. Assume there276

are three nodes CCc, CCj and CCk in the system and each node has three277

transmit buffers. m1 is the highest priority message in the node CCc as well278

as in the system. When m1 becomes ready for transmission in the message279

queue, a lower priority message m6 belonging to node CCk is already under280

transmission. m6 cannot be preempted because CAN uses fixed priority non-281

preemptive scheduling. This represents the blocking delay for m1 . At this282

point in time, all transmit buffers in CCc are occupied by the lower priority283

messages (say m3 , m4 and m5 ). The device drivers signal an abort request284

for the lowest priority message in Kc (transmit buffers in CCc) that is not285

under transmission.286
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Figure 5: Demonstration of priority inversion in the case of abortable transmit buffers

Hence, m5 is aborted and copied from the transmit buffer to the message287

queue, whereas m1 is moved to the vacated transmit buffer. The time re-288

quired to do this swapping is identified as swapping time in Figure 5. During289

the swapping time a series of events may occur: m6 finishes its transmis-290

sion, new arbitration round starts, another message m2 belonging to node291
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CCj and having priority lower than m1 wins the arbitration and starts its292

transmission. Thus m1 has to wait in the transmit buffer until m2 finishes293

its transmission. This results in the priority inversion for m1 and adds an294

extra delay to its response time. In [12], Khan et al. pointed out that this295

extra delay of the higher priority message appears as its additional jitter to296

the lower priority messages, e.g., m5 in Figure 5.297

Discussion on message copy time and delay298

If the message copy time is smaller than or equal to the inter-frame space299

(i.e., time to transmit 3 bits on CAN bus), a lower priority message in the300

transmit buffer (that is not under transmission) can be swapped with a higher301

priority message in the message queue before the transmission of the next302

frame on the CAN bus [1]. Hence, there will be no priority inversion. This303

means that the message copy time must be, at least, 4∗τbit for the priority304

inversion to occur. Where τbit is the time required to transmit a single bit305

on CAN. For example, it is equal to 1 microsecond for the CAN bus speed306

of 1 Mbit/s. In Legacy systems, there may be slow controllers, i.e., the307

speed of the controllers can be slower than the maximum operating speed of308

the CAN bus (1 Mbit/s). Since the amount of data transmitted in a CAN309

message rages from 0 to 8 bytes, the transmission time of a message also varies310

accordingly. According to [17], the transmission time of a CAN message with311

standard frame format ranges from 55∗τbit to 135∗τbit for the amount of data312

contained in the message that ranges from 0 to 8 bytes respectively. Let us313

assume the message copy time to be equal to 4∗τbit. Intuitively, the message314

copy time can range from 7.3% to 3% of transmission time of a message with315

0 to 8 bytes of data respectively. Due to slow controllers that may be found316

in legacy systems, the message copy time can be greater than 4∗τbit. Hence,317

the message copy time can be higher than 7.3% of its transmission time.318

3.2.2. Additional delay and jitter due to priority inversion in the case of319

non-abortable transmit buffers320

When CAN controllers do not support transmission abort requests, a321

higher priority message may suffer from priority inversion and this, in turn,322

may add extra delay to its response time [13]. Consider an example of three323

controllers CCc, CCj , CCk connected to a single CAN network in Figure 6.324

Let m1 , belonging to CCc, be the highest priority message in the system.325

Assume that when m1 is ready to be queued, all transmit buffers in CCc are326

occupied by lower priority messages which cannot be aborted because the327
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controllers implement non-abortable transmit buffers. In addition, m1 can328

be blocked by any lower priority message because the lower priority message329

already started its transmission. In this example m1 is blocked by m5 that330

belongs to node CCk . Since all transmit buffers in CCc are full, m1 has to331

wait in the message queue until one of the messages in the transmit buffers332

of node CCc is transmitted.333
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Figure 6: Demonstration of priority inversion in the case of non-abortable transmit buffers

Let m4 be the highest priority message in the transmit buffers of node334

CCc. m4 can be interfered by higher priority messages (m2 and m3 ) belonging335

to other nodes. Hence, it can be seen that priority inversion for m1 takes place336

because m1 cannot start its transmission before m4 finishes its transmission,337

while m4 has to wait until messages m2 and m3 are transmitted. This adds338

an additional delay to the worst-case response time of m1 . In this example,339

this additional delay is the sum of the worst-case transmission times of m2 ,340

m3 and m4 . This additional delay appears as additional jitter of m1 as seen341

by the lower priority messages.342

4. Related works343

4.1. Related analyses344

Tindell et al. [16] developed the schedulability analysis for CAN. It has345

been implemented in the analysis tools that are used in the automotive indus-346

try, e.g., Volcano Network Architect (VNA) [18]. Davis et al. [17] refuted,347

revisited and revised the seminal analysis of [16]. The revised analysis is348

implemented in the existing industrial tool suite Rubus-ICE [19, 20]. These349

analyses assume that each node selects the highest priority message, that is350
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ready for transmission, from its transmit buffers when entering into the bus351

arbitration. It is noted in [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 21, 22, 23, 24] that this assump-352

tion may become invalid in some cases due to various practical limitations353

such as controllers implementing FIFO and work-conserving queues, lim-354

ited number of transmit buffers, copying delays in transmit buffers, transmit355

buffers supporting abort requests and protocol stack prohibiting transmission356

abort requests in some configurations as in the case of AUTOSAR [25].357

In [11, 14, 24], Davis et al. extended the analysis of CAN with FIFO and358

work-conserving queues while supporting arbitrary deadlines of messages. In359

[22], Meschi et al. proved the priority inversion due to limited buffers can be360

avoided if the controller implements at least three transmit buffers. However,361

the analysis in [22] does not account the overhead of the copying delay. Khan362

et al. [12] integrated this extra delay with the analysis in [16, 17] for the case363

of abortable transmit buffers. In the case of CAN controllers implementing364

non-abortable transmit requests, RTA for CAN is extended in [13, 15]. But,365

none of the analysis discussed above supports messages that are scheduled366

with offsets. The worst-case RTA for CAN messages with offsets has been367

developed in several works [26, 27, 28, 29, 30].368

However, all these analyses assume that the messages are queued for369

transmission either periodically or sporadically. They do not support mixed370

messages that are partly periodic and partly sporadic. Mubeen et al. [31]371

extended the seminal and revised analyses [16, 17] to support mixed mes-372

sages in CAN where nodes implement priority queues. Mubeen et al. [32]373

further extended their analysis to support mixed messages in CAN where374

some nodes implement priority queues while others implement FIFO queues.375

In [33] and [34] we extended the analysis for mixed messages in CAN where376

the controllers implement abortable and non-abortable transmit buffers re-377

spectively. Mubeen et al. also extended the existing analysis for CAN to378

support periodic, sporadic and mixed messages that are scheduled with off-379

sets [35, 36].380

4.2. Related tools381

VNA [18] is a communication design tool that supports RTA for CAN. It382

implements RTA of CAN developed by Tindell et al. [16].383

Vector2 is a tools provider for the development of networked electronic384

2http://www.vector.com
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systems. CANalyzer [37] supports the simulation, analysis and data logging385

for the systems that use CAN for network communication. CANoe [38] is386

a tool for the simulation of functional and extra-functional (e.g., timing)387

behavior of ECU networks. Network Designer CAN is another tool by Vector388

that is used to design the architecture and perform timing analysis of CAN.389

SymTA/S [39] is a tool by Symtavision for model-based timing analysis390

and optimization. Among other analyses, it supports statistical, and worst-391

and best-case timing analysis for CAN.392

RTaW-Sim [40] is a tool for the simulation and performance evaluation393

of the CAN network.394

The Rubus-ICE is a commercial tool suite developed by Arcticus Systems3395

in close collaboration with Mälardalen University Sweden. It supports model-396

and component-based development of real-time embedded systems[41, 42].397

Among other analyses, it supports RTA of CAN [16, 17] and RTA of CAN398

for mixed messages[31].399

To the best of our knowledge, there is no freely-available tool that imple-400

ments RTA of CAN for mixed messages. The main purpose of MPS-CAN401

analyzer is to support RTA of periodic, sporadic and mixed messages in CAN402

while taking into account different queueing policies and buffer limitations403

in the CAN controllers and device drivers.404

4.3. Extended version405

This paper extends our previous work [43] where we discussed the imple-406

mentation of RTA for periodic, sporadic and mixed messages in CAN without407

considering hardware and software limitations in the CAN controllers and de-408

vice drivers. In the extended version of the paper, we discuss the integration409

of these limitations with the response-time analysis for CAN and implemen-410

tation of the analyses in the tool. Moreover, we conduct a detailed case study411

from the automotive domain. We also evaluate the implemented analysis.412

5. Implemented analyses, layout and usage of the tool413

5.1. Analyses implemented in the MPS-CAN analyzer414

The analyses that we implemented in the MPS-CAN analyzer consist of415

RTA for CAN and its several extensions as shown in Figure 7. The figure416

3http://www.arcticus-systems.com
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also shows the relationship among the implemented analyses. We denote417

each extension of the RTA for CAN by the term “analysis profile”.418

Response Time Analysis (RTA) for CAN 
Tindell, Hansson, Wellings (RTSS-1994)

Refuted and Revised RTA for CAN
Davis, Burns, Bril, Lukkien (RTS-2007)

RTA for mixed messages in CAN
Mubeen, Mäki-Turja, Sjödin

(ETFA-2011)

RTA of CAN for FIFO
queues

Davis et al.(ECRTS-2011)

RTA of CAN 
Supporting 

transmission
Abort requests
Khan, Bril, Navet

(WFCS-2010)

RTA of CAN with
non-abortable
transmission

requests
Khan, Davis. Navet

(EFTA-2011)
RTA of mixed messages
in CAN with priority- and

FIFO-queued nodes
Mubeen, Mäki-Turja,
Sjödin (WFCS-2012) RTA of mixed messages in CAN

Supporting Transmission abort requests
Mubeen, Mäki-Turja and Sjödin

(SIES-2012)

RTA of mixed messages in CAN
with controllers Implementing  
non-Abortable transmit buffers

Mubeen, Mäki-Turja, Sjödin (ETFA-2012)

Offset-based RTA 
for CAN

Chen, Kurachi,
Takada, Zeng
(RTNS-2011)

Yomsi, Bertrand, 
Navet, Davis 
(WFCS-2012)

Offset-based RTA for
mixed messages in 
CAN with arbitrary 
jitter and deadlines
Mubeen, Mäki-Turja,
Sjödin (ETFA-2013)

Offset-based RTA of CAN
for mixed messages

Mubeen, Mäki-Turja and
Sjödin (ETFA-2012)

RTA for tasks with static
and dynamic offsets
Palencia and Harbour

(RTSS-1998)

A B
Analysis B is based

on analysis A

Understanding and Using the Controller 
Area Network Communication Protocol:

Theory and Practice
Di Natale, Zeng, Giusto, Ghosal

(Springer-2012)

Figure 7: Graphical representation of the Response Time Analysis (RTA) and its exten-
sions implemented in the MPS-CAN analyzer

5.2. Implementation and distribution419

We developed an algorithm that integrates the analysis profiles that are420

shown in Figure 7. It also shows the high-level implementation of the anal-421

yses in the MPS-CAN analyzer as depicted in Algorithm 1. The MPS-CAN422

analyzer is implemented in the C language. The graphical user interface of423

the tool is developed using the Windows Application Programming Interface424

(WinAPI). Each analysis profile supported by the tool is implemented as a425

separate C file which is accessed using function calls in the main file. The426

Figure 8 shows the screen shot of the code where a number of functions corre-427

sponding to different analyses are shown. A new analysis can be easily added428
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to the MPS-CAN analyzer by adding a similar function and corresponding429

source files (.c and .h) provided the new analysis complies with the input430

and output interfaces shown in the structures in Figure 9. Hence, the tool431

supports a simple and easy mechanism for further extensions and implemen-432

tation of other related analyses in the future. The tool, user manual, and test433

cases can be downloaded at https://github.com/saadmubeen/MPS-CAN.434

Figure 8: Screen shot from the code: functions corresponding to different analyses

Figure 9: Screen shot from the code: structures for inputs and outputs
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for high-level implementation of the analyses

1: begin
2: RTPrev ← 0 . Initialize all Response Times (RTs) to zero
3: read input () . Bus speed, ECUs, and messages input
4: procedure calculate message response time ()
5: if message under analysis ∈ ECU with prrioty queue then
6: if buffer type == no limitaton then
7: RTA of CAN with priority queues ()
8: else if buffer type == abort then
9: RTA of CAN abortable trasnsmit buffers ()

10: else if buffer type == non abort then
11: RTA of CAN non-abortable trasnsmit buffers ()
12: end if
13: else
14: RTA of CAN with FIFO queues ()
15: end if
16: end procedure
17: for all Messages in the system do
18: Repeat ← TRUE
19: while Repeat = TRUE do
20: if messages are scheduled with offsets == FALSE then
21: calculate message response time ()
22: else
23: calculate message response time with offsets ()
24: end if
25: if RT > RTPrev then
26: RTPrev ← RT
27: Repeat ← TRUE
28: else
29: Repeat ← FALSE
30: end if
31: if RT ≥ Deadline then
32: Repeat ← FALSE
33: end if
34: end while
35: end for
36: end
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5.3. Tool layout, inputs and outputs435

The Layout of the MPS-CAN analyzer is shown in Figure 10. There is436

a main window denoted by “MPS-CAN Analyzer” which serves as the user437

interface. The input section of the tool consists of the list boxes (“Message438

List”, “Node List”, “Network Speed” and “Number of Nodes”) and buttons.439

Whereas, the output section of the tool comprises of the list boxes namely440

“Output”, “Network Utilization”, and “Errors and Warnings”.441

Figure 10: MPS-CAN analyzer layout, inputs and outputs

When the “New Node” button is clicked on the main window, a new442

window namely “New Node” opens up as shown in Figure 11. This win-443

dow is used to create a new node. In this window the user can specify the444

node ID and the number of transmission buffers in the node. This window445

also allows implicit selection of the analysis profiles. If the selected type of446

transmit buffers is “Priority (no buffer limitations)”, the node is assumed to447

implement priority-based queueing policy. Furthermore, the node contains448

very high (but finite) number of transmit buffers compared to the number of449

messages that are sent by this node. In this case, the RTA for mixed, peri-450

odic, and sporadic messages without any buffer limitations is used to analyze451

all messages that are sent by this node.452

If the selected type of transmit buffers is “Priority (abortable buffer)” or453

“Priority (non-abortable buffer)”, the node contains limited (at least three)454
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number of transmit buffers which are of abortable or non-abortable type re-455

spectively. In both of these cases, the node is assumed to implement priority-456

based queueing policy. In these two cases, the RTA for mixed, periodic, and457

sporadic messages supporting abortable or non-abortable transmit buffers is458

used to analyze all messages that are sent by this node respectively. Simi-459

larly, if the selected type of transmit buffers is “FIFO”, the node is assumed460

to implement FIFO-based queueing policy. In this case, the RTA for mixed,461

periodic, and sporadic messages in CAN with FIFO queues is used to analyze462

all messages that are sent by this node.463

Figure 11: Creating a new node and implicitly selecting the RTA in the MPS-CAN analyzer

When the “New Message” button is clicked on the main window, a new464

window namely “New Message” pops up as shown in Figure 12. This window465

is used to create a new message. In this window, message attributes are466

provided as input. For a mixed message, both period and minimum update467

time are specified. Whereas for a periodic or sporadic message, only period468

or minimum update time is specified respectively. The transmission type469

of a message can be selected from periodic, sporadic, or mixed. There are470

two options for specifying transmission type of a message. First option is471

based on specifying Data Length Code (DLC), i.e., the number of data bytes472

present in the CAN message. The second option allows to specify user-defined473

transmission time. This option may be used for analyzing simplified test cases474
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Figure 12: Creating a new message in the MPS-CAN analyzer

that are more suitable for research-oriented work. There are several options475

to select and specify “Message Copy Time” which is the time required to476

copy a message from the transmit buffer to the message queue or vice versa.477

If the message offset is specified, then the messages are analyzed using the478

offset-based RTA for mixed, periodic, and sporadic messages in CAN.479

In the main window, the network speed in bits per second (bps) can be480

specified. Moreover, there are buttons provided to clear, save and load mes-481

sages. Any message set can be analyzed by clicking the “Analyze” button.482

If errors and warnings occur during the run of the analyzer, they are dis-483

played in the “Errors and Warnings” list box. Figure 10 shows some errors484

and warnings that may occur when the analyzer is run. The “Output” list485

box displays the calculated response times of the messages. It also displays486

whether a message meets its deadline or not (provided the deadline is speci-487

fied by the user). The percentage network utilization is also calculated and488

displayed in the “Network Utilization” list box.489

6. Case study and evaluation490

In order to show the usability of the MPS-CAN analyzer, we conduct an491

automotive-application case study. Basically, we adapt the case study of the492
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experimental vehicle that is discussed and analyzed in [21].493

6.1. Experimental setup494

The system model in the original experimental vehicle consists of 6 iden-495

tical ECUs (identical in terms of buffer limitations) that are connected to a496

single CAN network. There are 81 periodic CAN messages in the system.497

We adapt this system in such a way that it becomes heterogeneous in terms498

of different queueing policies and buffer limitations in the ECUs. However,499

the number of ECUs and messages remains unchanged. That is, the modified500

experimental vehicle contains six ECUs out of which two use priority-based501

queueing policy and each of them implements 3 abortable transmit buffers;502

two use priority-based queueing policy and each of them implements 3 non-503

abortable transmit buffers; one implements FIFO queue with 8 buffers; and504

the remaining ECU uses priority-based queueing policy and has no buffer505

limitations which means that it implements very large but finite number of506

transmit buffers (32 buffers). The 81 messages are equally assigned different507

transmission types. This means, there are 27 periodic, 27 sporadic, and 27508

mixed messages in the system.509

All the attributes of these messages are tabulated in Figure 13. The at-510

tributes of each message are identified as follows. The priority, sender ECU511

ID, type of transmit buffers implemented by the sender ECU, transmission512

type, number of data bytes in the message, transmission period, minimum up-513

date time, deadline, and calculated worst-case response time are represented514

by Prio, ECU ID , ECU Type, ξ, DLC , T , MUT , D , and R respectively.515

We assume, the smaller the value of the Prio parameter of a message, the516

higher its priority. Thus, the message with priority 1 is the highest priority517

message, whereas the message with priority 81 is the lowest priority mes-518

sage in the system under analysis. We assume that the copy time of each519

message is more than the time required to transmit 4 bits on the CAN bus.520

For simplicity, the copy time of each message is selected to be 10% of its521

transmission time. All timing parameters are in microseconds. The selected522

speed for CAN is 500 Kbit/s.523

The MPS-CAN analyzer treats each message differently depending upon524

its transmission type; and the type of queueing policy and buffer limitations525

in the sender ECU. The worst-case response times of all messages calculated526

by the MPS-CAN analyzer are listed in Figure 13. The network utiliza-527

tion calculated by the MPS-CAN analyzer for this message set is equal to528

33.776970%. The tool takes less than 2 seconds to analyze the case study529
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Prio ECU ID ECU Type ξ DLC(byte) T (us) MUT (us) D (us) R (us) Prio ECU ID ECU Type ξ DLC(byte) T (us) MUT (us) D (us) R (us)
1 5 Prio-No-Limit P 8 12500 0 12500 540 42 2 Abort P 8 100000 0 100000 16748
2 4 Non-Abort S 8 0 12500 25000 19140 43 4 Non-Abort S 8 0 100000 100000 22110
3 2 Abort M 8 12500 12500 12500 1458 44 6 FIFO P 8 100000 0 100000 32610
4 5 Prio-No-Limit S 8 0 12500 12500 1890 45 5 Prio-No-Limit S 8 0 50000 50000 17450
5 2 Abort S 8 0 50000 50000 2268 46 4 Non-Abort P 8 50000 0 50000 22380
6 1 Abort M 8 50000 50000 50000 2538 47 1 Abort S 8 0 50000 50000 18368
7 6 FIFO S 8 0 100000 100000 32610 48 4 Non-Abort M 8 50000 50000 50000 22650
8 2 Abort S 8 0 20000 20000 3348 49 1 Abort S 8 0 1000000 1000000 19448
9 5 Prio-No-Limit M 8 50000 50000 50000 3510 50 3 Non-Abort P 8 1000000 0 1000000 29670
10 1 Abort S 8 0 125000 125000 4158 51 4 Non-Abort S 8 0 1000000 1000000 23190
11 6 FIFO S 8 0 25000 35000 32610 52 6 FIFO P 8 1000000 0 1000000 32610
12 3 Non-Abort S 3 0 10000000 10000000 26700 53 3 Non-Abort M 8 128000 128000 128000 29940
13 6 FIFO M 8 100000 100000 100000 32730 54 2 Abort S 8 0 128000 128000 22418
14 4 Non-Abort P 8 100000 0 100000 20760 55 1 Abort P 8 128000 0 128000 22688
15 6 FIFO M 8 100000 100000 100000 32730 56 4 Non-Abort M 8 1000000 1000000 1000000 23460
16 6 FIFO M 8 100000 100000 100000 32730 57 4 Non-Abort S 8 0 250000 250000 24000
17 5 Prio-No-Limit S 8 0 100000 100000 7190 58 3 Non-Abort M 3 250000 250000 250000 30380
18 5 Prio-No-Limit P 8 1000000 0 1000000 7460 59 4 Non-Abort M 8 500000 500000 500000 24000
19 4 Non-Abort S 8 0 1000000 1000000 21030 60 2 Abort M 8 500000 500000 500000 24648
20 1 Abort P 8 1000000 0 1000000 8108 61 5 Prio-No-Limit M 7 500000 500000 500000 25060
21 5 Prio-No-Limit P 8 1000000 0 1000000 8270 62 1 Abort M 8 500000 500000 500000 26714
22 1 Abort M 8 500000 500000 500000 8648 63 1 Abort S 2 0 500000 500000 27110
23 1 Abort P 8 500000 0 500000 9188 64 1 Abort M 8 1000000 1000000 1000000 27404
24 3 Non-Abort S 8 0 500000 500000 26970 65 2 Abort P 8 1000000 0 1000000 28808
25 4 Non-Abort P 8 500000 0 500000 21300 66 2 Abort M 8 1000000 1000000 1000000 29078
26 2 Abort P 8 100000 0 100000 9998 67 2 Abort P 8 1000000 0 1000000 29564
27 3 Non-Abort S 8 0 100000 100000 27240 68 3 Non-Abort P 8 1000000 0 1000000 31090
28 1 Abort P 8 100000 0 100000 10538 69 6 FIFO P 6 1000000 0 1000000 32610
29 3 Non-Abort S 8 0 1000000 1000000 27510 70 5 Prio-No-Limit S 8 0 2000000 2000000 30280
30 5 Prio-No-Limit M 8 1000000 1000000 1000000 10970 71 6 FIFO S 8 0 2000000 2000000 32610
31 5 Prio-No-Limit S 8 0 1000000 1000000 11510 72 3 Non-Abort P 8 2000000 0 2000000 31090
32 2 Abort M 8 20000 20000 30000 11888 73 3 Non-Abort M 8 2000000 2000000 2000000 31360
33 1 Abort S 8 0 50000 50000 12428 74 4 Non-Abort M 8 2000000 2000000 2000000 32170
34 5 Prio-No-Limit M 8 500000 500000 500000 12590 75 2 Abort S 8 0 2000000 2000000 32764
35 5 Prio-No-Limit P 8 20000 0 50000 14210 76 6 FIFO P 8 2000000 0 2000000 32610
36 4 Non-Abort P 8 500000 0 500000 21570 77 2 Abort M 8 2000000 2000000 2000000 33304
37 5 Prio-No-Limit P 8 20000 0 50000 14750 78 6 FIFO M 2 2000000 2000000 2000000 32610
38 6 FIFO S 8 0 200000 200000 32610 79 4 Non-Abort M 1 50000 50000 100000 33830
39 3 Non-Abort P 8 20000 0 50000 27780 80 6 FIFO M 2 1000000 1000000 1000000 32610
40 1 Abort P 8 200000 0 200000 16208 81 3 Non-Abort M 2 2000000 2000000 2000000 33410
41 3 Non-Abort P 8 1000000 0 1000000 28590

Figure 13: Attributes and calculated response times of periodic, sporadic and mixed mes-
sages in the automotive case study

on a laptop with dual core 2.4 GHz processor, 2 GB RAM and Windows530

(OS). By comparing the calculated response time with the corresponding531

deadline of each message in the table, it is obvious that all messages meet532

their deadlines. Hence, the heterogeneous system is schedulable.533

6.2. Comparison of various response-time analyses534

In order to compare the response times calculated from different analyses535

in the MPS-CAN analyzer, we perform four more tests on four different sets536

of ECUs. There are identical ECUs in each set. The same message set is537

analyzed in all tests. In the first test, each ECU uses priority-based queueing538

policy and implements large but finite number of transmit buffers (32 in539

this case). In this test we use the analysis for mixed, periodic, and sporadic540

messages in CAN with priority queues and no buffer limitations. In the541

second test, each ECU uses priority-based queueing policy and implements542
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3 abortable transmit buffers. In this test, we use the analysis for mixed,543

periodic, and sporadic messages in CAN with abortable transmit buffers. In544

the third test, each ECU uses priority-based queueing policy and implements545

3 transmit buffers which are of non-abortable type. In this test we use546

the analysis for mixed, periodic, and sporadic messages in CAN with non-547

abortable transmit buffers available. Whereas, in the fourth test, each ECU548

uses FIFO-based queueing policy and implements 8 transmit buffers. In this549

test, the same message set is analyzed using the analysis for mixed, periodic,550

and sporadic messages in CAN with FIFO queues.551

The response times of all messages in these four cases along with the552

response times of messages in the heterogeneous system are shown by the bar553

graphs in Figure 14. The results indicate that the message response times554

are the best (smallest) in the first test. This is because the corresponding555

analysis assumes the ideal behavior of the CAN controllers, i.e., no buffer556

limitations, and hence, no extra delays due to priority inversion. The second557

best response times are obtained in the second test. The response times558

in this test are higher than the response times in the first test due to the559

copying delay and extra delay because of the priority inversion discussed560

in the Section 3.2.1. The third best response times are obtained in the561

third test. However, these response times are considerably large compared562

to the response times in the first and second tests. This is because of the563

extra delay due to priority inversion discussed in the Section 3.2.2. Due to564

priority inversion, some higher priority messages have larger response times565

compared to the lower priority messages. For example, the response time566

of message with priority 2 is higher than the response time of the message567

with priority 10. On the average, the response times of the messages in the568

heterogeneous system are comparable to the response times of the messages569

in the third test. Finally, the response times of the messages are the worst570

(largest) in the fourth test. The response times in this case are significantly571

large compared to the first two tests because of large delays due to priority572

inversion within the FIFO queues as discussed in the Section 4.573

6.3. Discussion574

In order to get short response times of CAN messages, those ECUs should575

be selected which use priority-based queueing policy and implement much576

higher number of transmit buffers compared to the number of messages sent577

by them. However, practical systems use ECUs with limited number of578

transmit buffers. If ECUs with very large number of transmit buffers are not579
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Figure 14: Comparison of message response-times with respect to different types of buffer
limitations in the ECUs

available then the ECUs with abortable transmit buffers should be preferred580

over the ECUs that implement non-abortable transmit buffers. Although581

FIFO policy is easy to implement and simple to use as compared to the582

priority queueing policy, the messages can have very large worst-case response583
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times in the case of ECUs implementing FIFO queues. The ECUs which584

implement priority-based queueing policy should be preferred over the ECUs585

which implement FIFO queues especially in high utilization systems.586

Moreover, it is important to use the right RTA that correctly matches the587

queueing policies; buffer limitation in the CAN controllers; and transmission588

type of messages used in the higher-level protocols. If the practical limita-589

tions and constraints are not considered in the RTA, the calculated response590

times can be optimistic. The MPS-CAN analyzer considers these limitations591

and constraints while analyzing the CAN messages. It treats each message592

differently based on its transmission type, and queueing policy and buffer593

limitations in the CAN controller of its sender ECU.594

7. Conclusion595

We introduced a new tool MPS-CAN analyzer to support Response Time596

Analysis (RTA) of periodic, sporadic and mixed messages in the Controller597

Area Network (CAN). The existing RTA tools for CAN analyze only pe-598

riodic and sporadic messages. They do not support the analysis of mixed599

messages which are partly periodic and partly sporadic. These messages are600

implemented by several higher-level protocols for CAN that are used in the601

automotive industry today.602

The MPS-CAN analyzer implements various extensions of the RTA for603

CAN while taking into account mixed messages, messages scheduled with604

offsets, messages with arbitrary jitter and deadlines, various queueing poli-605

cies (e.g., priority- or FIFO-based), and limitations of transmit buffers in the606

CAN controllers (e.g., abortable or non-abortable). With the implementation607

of these analyses, the MPS-CAN analyzer is able to analyze network com-608

munications in heterogeneous systems which may consist of different types609

of ECU’s supplied by different Tier 1 suppliers.610

We also showed the usability of the MPS-CAN analyzer by conducting611

the case study of a heterogeneous automotive application where ECUs use612

different queueing policies and have different buffer limitations, i.e., some613

have a very large number of transmit buffers, whereas, some have limited614

number of transmit buffers with some supporting transmission abort requests615

while others don’t. In this application, we considered a large message set616

consisting of periodic, sporadic, and mixed messages. By evaluating the617

case study, we showed that it is important to use the RTA that matches618
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the actual limitations and constraints in the hardware, device drivers and619

protocol stack. Otherwise, the calculated response times can be optimistic.620

The structural organization of the MPS-CAN analyzer provides ease for621

further extensions and implementations of other related analyses. Since,622

this tool is freely available, we believe, it may prove helpful in the research-623

oriented projects that require the analysis of CAN-based systems.624
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